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Abstract—In 2014 over 70% of people in Great Britain accessed the Internet every day. This resource is an optimal vector for malicious attackers to penetrate home computers and as such compromised pages have been increasing in both number and complexity. This paper presents X-Secure, a novel browser plug-in designed to present and raise the awareness of inexperienced users by analysing web-pages before malicious scripts are executed by the host computer. X-Secure was able to detect over 90% of the tested attacks and provides a danger level based on cumulative analysis of the source code, the URL, and the remote server, by using a set of heuristics, hence increasing the situational awareness of users browsing the internet.

I. INTRODUCTION

With web application based attacks being so prevalent, studies suggest that there are problems with the manner in which web pages are being created and although this is the programmers responsibility to solve, users must remain vigilant. With the vast number of non-technical people accessing web resources, along with technical users becoming overly complacent, a large number of attacks do eventually succeed [1].

Current research focuses on providing security by modifying the server side of the web application [2] [3] [4]. These applications provide good security but are often difficult to set in place and require numerous modifications to non-standard frameworks. X-Secure on the other hand, is provided to the user as a Google Chrome browser-plugin and does not require any modification from the server side, whilst providing acute security.

II. CROSS SITE SCRIPTING

Cross site scripting (XSS) is one of the most common vulnerabilities exploited with 73% of all attacks carried out being of this type [5]. This is also apparent, due to vast amount of available literature identifying the different intrusion types [6] [5] [7].

There are three main types of XSS:
- Reflective
- Persistant
- Document Object Model (DOM)

Reflective attacks are the most common and persistent tend to be the most dangerous. Reflective attacks store malicious JavaScript code within a URL, which can be detected by URL searches. On the other hand, persistent attacks retrieve the malicious code from a database, which incorporates malicious code within the legitimate HTML and JavaScript; as such a set of heuristics have to be created to thwart these attacks efficiently. DOM based attacks focus on modifying the DOM environment in the browser, in order for the code to be run in a malicious manner and infect the user.

In order for an attack to take place, a malicious user must artifice the server/browser into thinking the information being sent to it is legitimate code. For this to occur, the HTML tag <script> is used.

Under normal execution when the browser obtains this tag, everything after it is executed until the tag is closed. Once the server incorporates the string either from the database or the URL the browser has no way of deciphering if the script tag is legitimate or contains dangerous code. Hence if this tag is injected, the browser will believe it to be legitimate code.

However, not all XSS require a script tag to be present. It is also possible to include scripts within <a href= > tags; however, it will have to be clicked in order for the code to be executed. If the text javascript: is present and the code is entered within the href attribute of the <a > tag it will be rendered as regular code when clicked. An example is shown in Figure 2.

```html
<A HREF="javascript:document.location='http://www.google.com/'">XSS</A>
```

Fig. 2. Redirection Attack Using Persistant Cross-Site-Scripting

The code shown in Figure 2 aims at redirecting the user to Google when the link is clicked. This type of attacks often evades filter detection, as they are signature based attacks, such as in intrusion detection systems [8]. A possible solution against this is proposed by Hodo et al. by using neural networks to detect anomalies in networks [9], a similar solution is presented for SQL injections by Sheykhkanloo et al. in [10].

The onerror attribute of HTML image tags are also able to contain scripts, in order for these to execute, the script
Fig. 1. X-Secure Protecting Users from Malicious Persistent and Reflective XSS Attacks

does not require any tags or the text script to be present. It also does not require the user to click any link. When an image is requested but not obtained the browser will check for the onerror attribute of the tag, if a malicious attacker has injected XSS to this attribute, the malicious code will automatically be executed by the browser.

A. Heuristics

Regular expressions have become more common within computing and as such many developers have invested significant time improving their usability, bordering on allowing natural language processing. Although many of the improvements with regular expressions have focused on text processing, it is also be possible to use these improvements to help detect malicious code within web pages, as demonstrated in [11] and [12].

III. METHODOLOGY

X-Secure consists of four main components. These are designed with efficacy and usability in mind in order to provide the user with a simple interface while drastically increasing its safety. Figure 1 (Red) Demonstrates how X-Secure is able to deflect persistent XSS attacks and reflective attacks (Blue) by making use of its four main components.

   a) Application Controller:: The first is the controller, which is used to run all of the individual threat detecting techniques and correlate the results. The controller is also used to communicate with the user interface. The controller also provides a danger rating to the user, based on the number and types of attacks found in a single web page. This functionality allows tailored danger ratings. Moreover a blocking box is also provided to the user, allowing a notification to be displayed to the user before any suspicious code is executed within the page, inherently preventing the user to get harmed.

   b) URL Scanning:: Another key component of X-Secure is the function that will determine if an attack is present within the URL. This component takes a URL string and searches it for different signatures. Originally a centralised JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) string was used to store the list characteristics; however, loading the data from another file was detrimental to performance and as such a pre-defined array within the script is now used. The array is based on the OWASP cheat sheet [13] which contains a list of all possible strings that contain the following character <. Scanning the URLs for this character allows reflective cross site scripting attacks to be prevented [14].

Using the Chrome extension manifest it is possible to run a section of code on a webpage before the rest of the webpage is executed. Running this component at document_start guarantees that the URL can be scanned before any code is executed as shown in Figure 3.

   c) Local Analysis:: In order to detect persistent attacks a search component was developed. To avoid synchronicity issues the component was created to operate locally on the host computer; increasing the throughput of the search engine. The search component makes use of numerous regular expressions in order to detect persistent cross site scripting

Fig. 3. Pop-up executing before the Malicious Javascript is Executed
attacks present within the source code.

In order to stop the attack before it has executed, the full DOM requires a thorough scan; however; the full DOM is only available after all of the code within it has run. To circumvent this behavior, our application makes use of a JQuery function, allowing a synchronous request of a web page, hence our application is able to scan the webpage before being displayed, and the attack being executed.

**X-Secure** currently focuses on three main type of attacks: AJAX post cross domain; Opening window with `document.cookie` passed as an argument and loading an image with `document.cookie`. These were selected due to their severity, and their potential to allow a malicious user to gain authentication cookies. Moreover **X-Secure** is able to detect IP addresses with the code increasing the danger level provided by our application as malicious attacks URL often contain a server IP address rather than a domain name [15].

d) Remote Update:: **X-Secure** is provided with a server analysis component allowing the extension to stay up to date at all times. The remote analysis automatically includes new attacks detected to the database engine by providing the new signatures directly to **X-Secure**. This can be enabled by the user in the options. This feature allows improvement of the services provided and will increase the number of signatures on the server side without having to modify the application source code. This technique is used by numerous application such as Adblock, through their filter lists [16].

**IV. PRELIMINARY RESULTS**

In order to demonstrate the resilience of **X-Secure** four web pages exploiting different vulnerabilities have been created. These allow **X-Secure** to be analysed against different test cases and provide the authors with feedback.

- The first webpage contained a non-persistent attack, in which data passed to the URL is insecurely echoed onto the page.
- The second page is used to simulate potential persistent attacks, making use of a hard coded section that has the characteristic of an attack.
- The third page is a dynamic web page using a database with no input sanitisation allowing the tester to create custom attacks and check the effectiveness of the extension.
- The fourth page is used to test the server side analysis by posting the DOM of a custom web page.

Table I provides preliminary results for different types of attack. As shown, a danger value is returned along with the result (blocked/ not blocked). Moreover the attack code is also provided along with the type of analysis provided by our application.

Table I demonstrates that the application is able to detect over 90% of the attacks including unknown attacks and provides a danger accuracy for most of the attacks. It also demonstrates that our application is able to avoid 70% of the attacks before execution.
The remote search was unable to detect attack 9 due to not having any regular expression associated with this attack being present in the database; however, once the database was updated this attack was detected and reported to the user. This attack was only run and included within the results to demonstrate that no code has to be changed in order to improve the capabilities of the searching function.

When used on a larger website the application demonstrated a drop in performances, this lead to the decision modifying the core of the search engine and provide the application with asynchronous results.

This core modification leads to a performances increase, however it also increases the risk of successful attacks. The trade-off however provided the user with seamless browsing, whilst keeping them informed on the health status of the webpage with only a slight delay.

In order to increase the longevity of the application, an external database is used to provide X-secure with new heuristics, and increase its awareness and detection capabilities.

Moreover X-secure improves the threat analysis and increases the danger level based on previous attacks detected. As previous attacks provide similar heuristics X-secure is able to raise the danger level of a page based on its current knowledge and assessment of the page, hence providing the user with a semi-intelligent application whilst protecting him from external threats. The application also provides a visual level of danger allowing to raise the users situational awareness as shown in Figure 4

V. Conclusion

This paper presented X-Secure, a novel cross site scripting extension for the Chrome browser, providing the user with a higher level of security when accessing the internet and can evade reflective, persistent and DOM based attacks.

In this work X-Secure was evaluated against numerous different attacks and was provided with local and remote scanning capabilities. The extension is also able to provide the user with a danger level, ultimately raising the user awareness. X-Secure demonstrated a high level of accuracy as well as learning capabilities. In future work, it is planned to increase the remote database with user feedback as well as implementing a Bayesian classifier in order to detect new attacks and increase the accuracy. The extension will also be released in the Google Chrome Web Store.
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